
Join an award-winning, on-line, professional master’s program 
teaching Data Science and Analytics to working professionals 

from all around the US. 
 

Assistant or Associate Teaching Professor 

Faculty Position 

DATA SCIENCE AND ANALYTICS 
University of Missouri-Columbia 

The University of Missouri (MU) Informatics Institute is accepting applications for position of Assistant or 
Associate Teaching Professor of the Data Science and Analytics (DSA) program. We are looking for data 
scientists with rich industry experience to work in a vibrant environment to educate working professionals to enter 
the data science workforce. In today’s information-centric world, data are becoming increasingly important for 
the success of businesses in every industry. The demand for data scientist in the American workforce is expected 
to continue to grow at a healthy pace for the next ten years and so is the MU Data Science and Analytics program.  

The MU Data Science and Analytics program was awarded the 2018 Outstanding Credit 
Program award by the UPCEA Central Region for continuing education programs. 

The program works closely with industry partners to ensure the curriculum follows the needs of the business 
community by developing data life-cycle oriented data science practitioners with advanced data science training 
in a variety of Big Data and cutting-edge technologies. 

 
The University of Missouri is a Tier I research institution and one of only 60 public and private U.S. universities 
invited to membership in the prestigious Association of American Universities. Data science at MU is an 
interdisciplinary field with collaborators from a variety of academic units, such as computer science, journalism, 
information science, business, and health care. Here you can advance your career by connecting with diverse 
interdisciplinary faculty who are conducting cutting-edge research for data-driven discoveries in fields such as 
engineering, agriculture, business, and health care. 
 
Minimum Qualification: Doctoral degree in related area, 3 years of data science and industry experience. 
 
Apply Now: submit a CV, a teaching statement and a list of three to five professional references electronically on 
the MU job listing site.  
 
 
The University of Missouri is committed to an environment of diversity and inclusion for both faculty and 
students. We specifically invite and encourage applications from qualified women and members of groups 
underrepresented in science. 




